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What is Lombard House?

Lombard House is a service for people 
who have a learning disability and or 
Autism.   

They may also have a mental illness 
and may have committed a crime. 

People who stay here are sectioned 
under the Mental Health Act 1983, 
amended 2007.
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What is Lombard House?
Lombard House offers people therapy. 

We design the therapy so it is suited to 
everyone's individual needs.   

The therapy helps people to learn the skills 
they need to live in the community. 

The therapy also helps to keep everyone safe. 

Therapy is run by trained professionals like 
Psychologists and Occupation  Therapists. 
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What is Lombard House?

At Lombard House we encourage 
everyone to be independent. 

We also encourage people to 
take responsibility of their own 
care. 
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How do we work together?!

We work with our Multi Disciplinary Team 
(MDT) to make care, treatment and 
support plans. In our MDT we have a 
Doctor, Nurses, a Psychologist, 
Occupational Therapists and Speech and 
Language Therapist. 

The MDT works closely with our families, 
friends, carers and local commissioners. 

Our staff team provide outstanding care 
and are dedicated to support our needs.
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How do we work together?!
Lombard ouse is a step down service from 
the secure hospital care to community living.  
We are proud of our environment which is 
welcoming, homely and safe.  

As patients our team supports us to recognise 
and respond to our individual needs early. 

We follow a Positive ehaviour Support 
strategy, supported by a rehabilitation model 
of care. 
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What do we do at Lombard House?!

We have more chances to go into the 
community.   

We work with our MDT and external Support 
Team ommissioners  to plan our Discharge. 

As patients we follow ‘Our Living Together 
Agreement’ which promotes respect and 
our rights to live in and be involved in our 
local community.
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Lombard House, 
Anchor Corner, 
Attleborough NR17 1JY 
Call: 01953 457082 
Email: lombardadmin@priorygroup.com

This is our dining room This is our conservatory This is our art wall

This is our house This is our kitchenThis is our garden


